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SCRUB LOCKER PROGRAM
A unique, cost-effective system to eliminate
scrub shortage and loss

It’s time to shelve your
open shelf system
Are you faced with employees taking too many scrubs out
of an open shelf system? Maybe they’re not finding the
correct size or style due to lack of inventory. Or, perhaps
they’re heading home wearing their scrubs, leading to
improper cleaning and greater exposure to contamination.
It’s a serious issue. Beyond the red ink resulting from
scrub loss, ruin and shrinkage, an open system can sow
employee discontent, create an unprofessional staff
appearance, and increase the potential for infection.

The right alternative: Morgan’s unique
scrub locker program
Morgan’s one-of-a-kind scrub locker program
can help you avoid the hassles and inefficiencies
associated with an open system. Because it’s a
rental program, it’s easy and affordable to
implement. Morgan picks up all the upfront
investment in scrubs and laundering, making this
a risk-free solution.

“ I was using the same
vendor for linen and
scrubs and it just
wasn’t working. Every
day, I was dealing with
angry employees who
couldn’t find the right
size or color scrub. With
Morgan, they track every
garment and deliver full
accountability.”

Key program advantages:
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• Reduce loss and ruin
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• Ensure a better experience for your staff
• Help minimize the threat of infection
• Manage inventory more efficiently

About Morgan Healthcare
Morgan Healthcare is a division of Morgan Services, Inc., a family-owned
textile company with a long and distinguished
heritage in the specialty laundry field. We’ve
been providing linen and uniform services
for all types of facilities since 1887.

Cleveland, OH

SCRUB LOCKER PROGRAM

More convenience, more control,
more cost-savings
Morgan is the premier provider of scrub locker programs. Our proprietary
process is designed to deliver the scrubs employees need, when
they need them, in the size, color and style desired.

Easy to use
Our program is highly personalized, convenient for
employees, and requires no special training to use.
•

Each employee is fitted to ensure they receive
the proper size, style and color.

•

Morgan or the nurse manager will set the
appropriate inventory for each employee.

Easy to track
Each scrub is labeled and barcoded to track when scrubs are checked
out and returned, and when they enter and leave our laundering facility.
•

The program holds employees accountable for wearing their
assigned scrubs, eliminating shortage.

•

Our tracking process streamlines inventory management
to minimize staff burden.

Easy to implement
The low implementation cost is a major strength of our scrub
locker program.
•

Morgan installs and services the lockers, eliminating high
labor and stocking cost.

•

Morgan absorbs the upfront investment in scrubs and
laundering, as well as any risk involved.

•

Each locker is 16”x16”x77” and accommodates 10
people – a small footprint within a facility.

Morgan is the first coast-to-coast linen and uniform laundry
operation that TRSA (Textile Rental Services Assoc.) has
certified to its Clean Green international standard.

Safeguard against
infection
Our scrub locker program
maintains the highest
cleaning standards to help
guard against infection.
Morgan adheres to
stringent HLAC guidelines,
laundering all scrubs
for maximum microbial
elimination.
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National network responsive
to your needs
Every week, nearly 200 Morgan trucks
deliver 1,200,000 pounds of laundry from
our plants coast-to-coast to over 2,600
healthcare facility customers. Our national
footprint means the flow of Morgan products
is significantly less likely to be interrupted,
even if an emergency impacts a local plant.
Morgan’s breadth is also an advantage for
healthcare facilities operating out of
multiple geographic locations.

